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Abstract. We have shown that the left side null space of the autoregression (AR) matrix operator is the 
lexicographical presentation of the point spread function (PSF) on condition the AR parameters are common 
for original and blurred images. The method of inverse PSF evaluation with regularization functional as the 
function of surface area is offered. The inverse PSF was used for primary image estimation. Two methods of 
original image estimate optimization were designed basing on maximum entropy generalization of sought 
and blurred images conditional probability density and regularization. The first method uses balanced 
variations of convolution and deconvolution transforms to obtaining iterative schema of image optimization. 
The variations balance was defined by dynamic regularization basing on condition of iteration process 
convergence. The regularization has dynamic character because depends on current and previous image 
estimate variations. The second method implements the regularization of deconvolution optimization in 
curved space with metric defined on image estimate surface. It is basing on target functional invariance to 
fluctuations of optimal argument value. The given iterative schemas have faster convergence in comparison 
with known ones, so they can be used for reconstruction of high resolution images series in real time.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Many modern applications need real time reconstruction of high resolution images of some 
millions pixels size, which are corrupted by defocusing, medium penetration, camera jitter and 
other factors. Usually, the model of corruption is presented as convolution of original image signal 
and point spread function (PSF) [5, 23, 27]. The exact PSF shape is unknown in majority cases. So, 
the image reconstruction problem includes the blind identification of the PSF and deconvolution. 
The both problems are ill-posed and their solution is approximate in accordance with chosen 
optimization criterion. 
The principal possibility of the PSF estimation problem solution analytically was proven by 
Lane and Bates [30]. They have shown that convolved components of any multidimensional signal 
can be separated on condition the signal dimension is greater than one. Their conclusions are based 
on the analytic properties of the Z-Transform (ZT) in multiple dimensions. The zeros of the ZT of 
multi dimensional components lie on a hypersurface which can be separated and zeros of the 
individual components can be recognized up to a complex scale factors. The general approach to 
zero-sheet separation is based on finding of combinations of some mutually dependent zeros 
belonging to each of separate ZT coordinate. The required combination creates singularity of a 
Vandermonde like matrix [1, 30]. This condition points on presence of polynomial substructure in a 
polynomial structure of higher order. Such solution is equivalent to finding of null space (NS) of 
mentioned matrix. The zero-sheet separation approach is very complicated for implementation 
because zeros accuracy evaluation depends on resolution of image spectral presentation which is 
limited by available combinations number of spectral components and must not be enormously 
large. The model of image signal can be used instead of the image directly to reduce the problem 
complexity. As it was shown in [6, 28], the autoregressive and moving average (MA) model 
enables to separate original image and PSF as parts which correspond to AR and MA models 
accordingly. The AR model characteristic polynomial contains zeros, exact or fuzzy, that are equal 
to ZT zeros. But this zeros set includes original image zeros as well PSF zeros because the AR 
model parameters can be estimated only by means of measured degraded image. An elimination of 
the PSF zeros influence can be reached by using some number of images which was gotten as 
different degradations of same original image. As it was shown in [41], if there are at least three 
differently degraded images then the original image can be reconstructed exactly as right side NS 
of the operator which acts as convolution of AR parameters and image data vector. The AR model 
of high order, which size is compatible with image size, was used. It was defined correctly using 
some blurred images. Therefore the image in the manner of a set of different planes with sharp 
edges was exactly reconstructed as NS in [41]. The NS may be presented by single eigenvector or 
by optimized sum of some eigenvectors [42, 43] which correspond to least eigenvalues of the AR 
model operator. This approach is useful in cases of strongly noised and blurred images. The 
eigenvector or the eigenvectors sum are the lexicographical presentation of the original image 
signal matrix and so the NS approach is appropriate to relatively small images reconstruction for a 
time far from usual period of image frames storing by camera.  
When the PSF is known, the problem of deblurring can be considered as inverse filtration of 
observed image. Methods of inverse filters implementation are direct, mainly in spectral domain, 
and indirect, with using maximum likelihood, Bayesian and variational approaches. Wiener spectral 
method [5, 27] lies in a base of majority methods of inverse filtration [11, 37, 40]. The designed 
methods are intended for regularization of spectrum inversion and optimization of PSF spectrum 
shape with aim of elimination of noise influence.  
There are some approaches to simultaneous iterative deconvolution and PSF estimation. The 
Lucy-Richardson (LR) maximum likelihood (ML) method [35, 44] of deconvolution was 
supplemented in [21] by iterative schema of PSF estimation and was developed in [7, 18, 22, 48] in 
extended manner. The LR method has some limitations, such as slow convergence, sensitivity to 
noise, image artefacts presence. The methods of variational optimization [13, 14, 20, 38, 51], 
statistical Bayesian and maximum a posterior models of blur [2, 9, 32, 33, 34, 37, 39, 47] are using 
to obtain the iterative schemas of sought image and PSF estimates. Limitations and advantages of 
variational method depend on estimated prior model of PSF and regularization operator. In the case 
of large image its implementation is difficult because it uses operators in a manner of matrix with 
rows of size equal to size of lexicographical presentation of processed image. The parametrization 
of least square, Bayesian or Euler-Lagrange (EL) optimization problems in accordance with 
gradient methods gives appropriate schemas for iterative optimization of original image estimate 
[4, 16, 19, 24, 29, 31, 45, 50]. These schemas not always are stable and convergent, they usually 
require hundreds of iterations for attainment of convergence limit condition.  
We consider the problem of arbitrary size images series reconstruction from the point of view 
of their real time processing. This aim means that original image estimate can be found by one step 
deconvolution using the inverse point spread function (IPSF) characteristic and it is allowable to 
use some optimization iterations. It is assumed that blur characteristic changing slowly and IPSF 
can be estimated without real time restriction. Therefore, the problem solution includes PSF 
estimation, definition of optimal IPSF and evaluation of primary image estimate, optimization of 
given estimate by some number of iterations.  
 
 
2. The conjugated NS method of PSF estimation 
 
2.1. The problem formulation 
The linear model of a degraded measured image Ω∈= ),( yxXX , where Ω  is an image space, 
yx,  – image pixels coordinates, in noise free case has the form of convolution  
 
SHX ∗=         (1) 
 
of blur characteristic PSF Ω⊂Ξ∈H : )()( Ω<<Ξ PowerPower , and original image Ω∈S  [5, 27]. 
It is required to obtain the inverse expression  
 
XGS ∗=         (2) 
 
for image reconstruction on condition that the blur function H  is unknown. The IPSF is defined in 
Ξ  or it can be defined in Ω  too. 
One of the ways of the problem solution is based on the assumption that original and degraded 
images possess algebraic structure which is invariant to blur operator (1) action. Such common 
algebraic structure may be defined as operator Α  which NS is constituted by the image matrices 
X  and S :  
∫Ω ≅Α 0),(),;,( ξςξςξς ddSyx ;      (3) 
 
∫Ω ≅Α 0),(),;,( ξςξςξς ddXyx .     (4) 
 
The transforms (3), (4) are linear and so degradation transform (1) and inverse transform (2) do not 
influent on their result. The operator Α  can be complemented by conjugated null space (CNS) 
Ξ∈F : 
∫Ξ ≅Α 0),;,(),(' ξςξςξς ddyxF ,     (5) 
 
where '•  – the conjugation. In general, the exact NS does not exist and so we used approximate 
equality in (3) – (5).  
We shall show that matrix convolution transforms, which correspond to expressions (1), (3), 
(5), on the condition of model operator shift invariance: ),(),;,( ξςξς −−Α=Α yxyx , are 
commutative and can be joined in matrix transform corresponding to (4). Therefore the CNS in (5) 
can be considered as estimate of the PSF in (1): HF ≅ .  
 
2.2. The null space method of image deblurring 
The NS method [41] includes four steps of original image reconstruction.  
At the first step the extended matrix is created 
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where low indices point on image matrix columns and high indices point on rows, yx NN ×  – 
image matrix X  size, P , Q  – algebraic structure parameters, ki,x  – pixels of matrix X , or 
vectors of pixels of a series matrices like X , with indices i  and k  along coordinates x  and y .  
The second step, the NS vector )(Aveca = – the lexicographical presentation of matrix 
[ ] Qk PikiaA ..1...1, === , has to be found: 
 
0aX ≅⋅ .        (7) 
 
At the third step the matrix is formed 
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where 0  – null matrix. Matrix (8) includes yx NN ⋅  columns, minimal number of rows QP ⋅ .  
The fourth step, NS vector s  has to be found: 
 
0sA ≅⋅ .       (9) 
 
The vector  
 
)(Svecs =        (10) 
 
is the lexicographical presentation of the required original image S  or its estimate.  
 
2.3. Null space of PSF 
We can rewrite the expression (7) as the 2D AR model 
 
∑ ∑= = ++ ≈Pi Qk kimkni a1 1 ,, 0x ,       (11) 
 
where ki,x  – image signal samples or RGB vectors, PNn x −= ...0 , QNm y −= ...0 . As it was 
shown in [41], the matrix X  (6) and analogous extended original image matrix S  have the same 
NS, or in other words, the same AR model (11). This assumption was used in [6, 28] too. We will 
consider matrix A  (8) as the discrete presentation of the algebraic structure Α  in (3) – (5).  
 As the image (1) is the convolution of original image and PSF, the model (11) is common in 
respect to these components. But there is one sufficient difference, the images Ω∈SX , , the PSF 
Ω⊂Ξ∈H . The PSF space Ξ  we can present with the help of δ -function window, 
 
Ξ∈Ω∈−−==Ω=Ξ ξςτξτδςδτ ,;,,,:),(),(),;,(,* tyxytxytxWWW . (12) 
 
If we suppose that SHXHWHPowerHHH *~;~*);()~(:~ ==Ω=⊂ Power , then  
 
0*'*~*(*~** =Α=Α=Α=Α SH*S)'*HWSHX .   (13) 
 
The formulation of rearranging (13) in discrete matrix form has the next manner. 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] 0sAHHHsHHHAxxxA ≅⋅== )()2()1()()2()1()()2()1( ...~...~~... KTKTK , (14) 
 
where T  – the transposition, )( )()( ii Xvecx =  – data of Ki ..1=  degradation filters, s  – the vector 
(10) of original image, )(~ iH  and )(iH  – the i -th PSF filter operators with similar structure  
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and with different size – the size of the first one yxyx NNNN ×  and the size of the second one 
QPML ⋅×⋅ , )(Ξ=× PowerML . As it follows from matrices (8) and (15) structure, the transform 
(14) implicitly includes the convolution with space window in (12). The rearranging (13) allows to 
omit PSF matrices in (14) and to define original image as NS vector (10). The NS method [41] 
demands absence of coherence between K  degradation filters. The filters influence is minimal in 
equation (7) and it is equivalent to equation (9) at such condition.  
In accordance with (9) 0sA ≅⋅  in (14), so vector )(Hvech =  of the operator (15) in (13), 
(14) can be arbitrary, but on the condition that it is the left side NS,  
 
0≅⋅AhT ,       (16) 
 
the vector h  is the PSF because it was defined with the help of splitting of image matrix X  and 
rearranging (13) of its convolved components which are at the symmetric positions in the AR 
model (11). The vector h  becomes independent with respect to image vector s  as observation 
characteristic on condition (16). The matrix A  in (16) is sufficiently smaller then same matrix in 
(9). It includes ML ⋅  rows and )1()1( −+⋅−+ MQLP  columns, PL <  and QM < .  
 With the account of matrix (15) structure, the expression (16) can be rewritten as  
 
0≅⋅aH ,       (17) 
where )(Aveca = . The PSF and original image can be matched in Z-space as polynomial 
substructures of general polynomial )(ZΑ  related with AR model (11). The polynomial has local 
and fuzzy roots which form the zero hypersurface 0)(: =ΑΖ ΑΑ Z . Expressions (7) and (17) are 
different equations for estimation of the same vector a . So, the ZT of X  and H  forms 
hypersurfaces 0)(: =ΑΖ⊂Ζ Α XX Z  and 0)(: =ΑΖ⊂Ζ Α HH Z . However, XH Ζ⊂Ζ  and 
HSX ZZ ∪=Ζ . The hypersurfaces SZ  and HZ  are mutually independent (incoherent) – 
0=Ζ∩Ζ HS , because they are defined by ZT in different spaces – Ω  and Ξ  correspondingly. 
And so the hypersurfaces SΖ  and HΖ  can be separated using the single image fragment. On the 
other hand, original image S  coherent to measured image X  and so there were used 3≥K  
degraded images with incoherent blur functions for reconstruction of S  in [41].  
 In accordance with expressions (11) and (17) bound elements of the matrix H  must vanish 
because they interact with few number of matrix A  elements which, in general case, are far from 
zero. Conversely, the central elements of matrix H  must neutralize most significant part of matrix 
A . These conditions determine a convex shape with vanishing bounds of the matrix H .  
 
 
3. Deconvolution optimization 
 
3.1. Inverse PSF estimation 
The IPSF estimation is based on Wiener spectral method [5, 23] which includes division by the 
PSF spectrum and therefore needs regularization. However, even regularized inverse spectrum 
gives image boundaries fluctuations. Also, the regularization eliminates filtered image resolution. 
These deficiencies are caused by discrepancy of image and PSF spaces Ω  and Ξ . The artificial 
matching of PSF into Ω  in spectral transforms by supplementation of zeros creates the spectrum 
leakage with fluctuations which influence is intensified by division. We shall find the IPSF without 
exceeding bounds of Ξ  to avoid these defects.  
Let’s write the expressions (1) and (2) in discrete manner. 
 
∑ ∑= = ++= Ll Mm mlmkliki h1 1 ,,, sx ,      (18) 
 
∑ ∑= = ++= Ll Mm mlmkliki g1 1 ,,, xs ,     (19) 
 
where ki,x  and ki,s  – the samples or RGB vectors of observed distorted image X  and sought 
original image S , mlh , , mlg ,  – the elements of PSF and IPSF, 1...0 −−= LNi x , 
1...0 −−= MNk y . The substitution (19) into (18) gives the equation for evaluation of the IPSF. 
 ( )∑ ∑ ∑ ∑= = = = −+−+= Ll Mm Ll Mm mlmmkllimlki hg1 1 1' 1' ','',',, xx .   (20) 
 
The expression in brackets yields once more degradation of observed image by filtering. The 
indices of •x  in right part of equation (20) are symmetrized relatively to the left part indices due to 
symmetry of convolution. The equation (20) is ill-posed because LNx >>  and MN y >> . So it 
needs regularization which applies restrictions on its solution.  
We suppose that PSF and IPSF belong to a class of smooth functions. We choose the surface 
area of IPSF as a criterion of smoothness because the minimal surface area corresponds to the 
maximally smooth flat surface. The smoothness of the sought IPSF means a minimization of 
fluctuations caused by image degradation factors. The surface area as regularization functional was 
used in image denoising problem solution [3, 46]. However, it was not met in formulations of 
problems of convolutional type with the same aim as in (20). 
The surface area of the function ),( yxG  is defined as [17]  
 
∫Ξ ++=Σ dxdyyxGG yxG ),(1 22 ,     (21) 
 
where )(/),()( yxyxGG yx ∂∂= . The general functional, which includes least squares solution of 
(20) and regularization term (21), can be written as  
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where XHY ∗=  – the matrix which is defined by expression in brackets in (20), λ  – the 
regularization parameter.  
Euler-Lagrange variational derivative [17] for functional (22) minimum finding looks as 
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We also mean fulfillment of zero Neumann boundary condition [17]. With account of (21), the 
expression (23) takes the next form.  
 
0)()(' =⋅−−∗∗ Σ GYGY Lx λ ,     (24) 
 
where  
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )xyyxyyxxxyyx GGGGGGGGGG 2111)( 222/322 −+++++= −ΣL .  (25) 
 
The discrete iterative schema of equation (24) solution is follows: 
 ( )( ) YXkYYk RR rgg 1)()1( −+ ⋅−= δλ ,     (26) 
 
where )(Gvecg = , Ξ⊂YXYYR rg ;; , 
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I  – the identity matrix, ⋅D  – the differential operator with pointed by indices variables and degree, 
][⋅diag  – diagonal matrix, created by vector in brackets. The parameter λ  can be chosen as 
maximal possible value that provides convergence of schema (26) at first q  iterations:  
 
2)1()(2)()1( −+ −≤− kkkk gggg θ ,    (28) 
 
where ,1...0 −= qk  θ  – positive value, ⋅  – the averaging. The iteration process can be stopped if  
 
ε<−+ 2)()1( kk gg ,      (29) 
 
where ε  – a small value.  
 The IPSF (26) can be used for primary estimation of sought original image in accordance with 
the equation (19). Of course, the spectral method can be used too but in this case the division by the 
IPSF spectrum is not necessary and influence of spectrum leakage is insignificant. 
The principal distinction of the problem (22) and similar denoising and deconvolution 
problems consists in that the arguments are defined in different spaces – the argument of the 
problem (22) Ξ∈G  and argument of the second ones belongs to image space Ω . We project 
Ξ→Ω  by convolution operations (27) and in that way create unified problem presentation space.  
 
3.2. Lucy-Richardson deconvolution schema and its development 
The iterative LR algorithm [35, 44]  
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gives the solution of deconvolution problem in accordance with criterion of the ML of observed X  
and sought original images S  ( X , S  are separated RGB components of color image). In the 
expression (30) )(kS  and )(kH  – k-th image and PSF estimates, XS =)0( . The iterative estimation 
of PSF was introduced in [21] as 
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and was used when exact PSF is unknown. The iterations number of LR schema (30)-(31) can 
amount to some hundreds. This caused design of some methods of iterations (30) acceleration, for 
example [7, 48].  
The LR algorithm is basing on a maximization of conditional probability distribution (PD) of 
blurred and initial images using Bayes equation. This equation includes division and therefore 
schema (30) is unstable, since zero neighborhood zones are inherent to images. Efficiency of the 
LR algorithm depends on image signal PD type too. Consequently, schema (30) demands 
regularization and statistical generalization. The last request is achievable by assumption of image 
PD maximum entropy (ME). This property is providing by Gaussian PD. The regularized and 
generalized iterative LR ME schema was suggested in [15], it looks as  
 
( )( ))('' )()()()1( kkkk SSHHXHtSS L⋅+∗∗−∗⋅+=+ λδ ,   (32) 
 
where tδ  and λ  – the parameters of relaxation and regularization, )(SL  – the regularization 
operator which was obtained as EL equation of a regularization functional. The total variation (TV) 
functional [45]  
∫Ω += dxdySSS yxTV 22)(R       (33) 
 
was used in [15]. Other linear and nonlinear regularization functionals are also using in 
deconvolution optimization as well as in denoising – Tikhonov, Tikhonov-Miller (TM), TV with 
additional β -factor – β++ 22 yx SS , 10 <<< β , in the expression (33), surface area and surface 
energy, mean curvature, image Laplacian, Laplacian in curved space (Beltrami operator) etc. [3, 8, 
12-14, 25, 26, 36].  
 
 
3.3. The method of deconvolution optimization by balanced variations and dynamic regularization 
(BVDR) 
The ME generalization of sought and blurred images conditional PD gives the trivial functional 
[15] 
dxdyyxSHXI ∫Ω ∗−= ),(2
1 2 ,      (34) 
 
which can be optimized by using additional constrain defined by regularization functional )(SR . 
Then deconvolution optimization means the minimization of the functional  
 ( )  ⋅+∗−= ∫Ω dxdyyxSSHXI SS ),()(21minarg 2 Rλ ,   (35) 
 
where λ  – the regularization parameter, a positive value or function. The EL equation gives for 
functional (35) the expression  
 ( ) 0)(' =⋅+∗−∗ SSHXH Lλ ,     (36) 
 
where SSS δδ )()( RL =  – the variational derivative that is analogous to the second term in (23). 
We suppose that IPSF G  is found by (20) or (26) and convolution 'HG ∗  gives the trivial 
operator. Then the convolution of IPSF with components of (36) gives the next equation: 
 
0)( =∗⋅+∗− SGSHX Lλ .     (37) 
 
We can parameterize the equation (37) and present it as evolutional equation in accordance with 
gradient descent method [29, 45], 
 
)()( SGtSHXSt L∗⋅+∗−= λ ,     (38) 
 
where t  – the evolution parameter. Neumann boundary conditions are assumed. The regularization 
parameter )(tλ  can be defined such that equation (38) has to be convergent.  
The convergence of iterative problems in image processing was considered in review paper 
[24] and some other papers [4, 10, 19, 22, 31]. We can define convergence process with the help of 
1l  norm as 0: →−≤− −+ τττ tttt SSSS , or as parametric derivative 
 
χ−=ttS ,       (39) 
 
where χ  is a positive small value. We can write expression (39) for (38) as following.  
 
χλλ =∗⋅+∗⋅+∗− )()()()( SGtSGtSH ttt LL .   (40) 
 
Since we have found the regularization parameter as a positive function the equation (40) can be 
rewritten as inequality  
 
χλλ ≥∗−+∗⋅+∗⋅ ttt SHSGtSGt )()()()( LL .   (41) 
 
The χ  is arbitrary value and so the expression (41) can be transformed into the differential 
equation  
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which solution yields the upper bound of )(tλ : 
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The convergence condition (39) in discrete manner means that )1()()()1( −+ −<− kkkk SSSS . 
This condition provides the fulfillment of convergence condition with 2l  norm of the residuals like 
(28) 
2)1()(2)()1( −+ −≤− kkkk SSSS θ     (44) 
 
as image is a positive function. The formula (43) in discrete form is following,  
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where XS =− )1(  and XGS ∗=)0( . The discrete form of the equation (38) looks as  
 ( )( ))()()()()1( kkkkk SGSHXtSS L∗⋅+∗−⋅+=+ λδ ,   (46) 
 
where tδ  – the relaxation parameter.  
The iterative schema (46), in contrast to known ones like (32), includes convolutions with PSF 
and IPSF. There are competitive processes of smoothing and peaking of image shape. If we assume 
that 0)0( ≈>>ttλ  in (40) then approximate estimate of the regularization parameter will be the 
next: 
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The expression (47) shows that the equation (37) constitutes a balance of variations which are 
caused by convolutions of PSF and IPSF with sought image estimate and regularization term. The 
first one smooth variation of image surface and the second one sharpen contours since the 
regularization operator is a function of image derivatives. The dynamic character of the schema 
(45)-(46) consists in that the regularization parameter depends on current and previous variations of 
image estimate. 
 
3.4. The method of deconvolution optimization in curved space (CS) 
The target of optimization of the functional like (34) is to define such optS  that [17] 
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In other words, the optimal value of the functional must be an invariant of argument fluctuation. 
Let’s consider the functional (34) in discrete form for optSS = . 
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where yxSopt ∆∆=∆Ρ )(  – the projection of image surface element on the plane XOY . The 
variation of expression (49) with account of (48) yields nonzero term –  
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The condition (48) will be met for each surface element in (50) if it will be included fully, not by 
its projection. The surface element in CS with induced by the surface metric is an invariant of 
variational transforms which cause corresponding tensor transforms of coordinates. It has the 
following manner [17]: yxSS optopt ∆∆=∆ )(σ , where 221)( yx SSS ++=σ  – the determinant of 
metric tensor in a point of optS∆ .  
The problem of functional (34) optimization with the account of space curvature can be 
written as  
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The condition (48) provides the convexity of the functional (51) and so, existence of local 
minimum. The EL equation gives for (51) the next expression:  
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The convolution of (52) with IPSF and its parameterization give the iterative schema for the 
problem (51) solution.  
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the operator )( )(kSΣL  is similar to (25). As it follows from the expressions (53) and (54), the 
iterative process in every point of image surface is assigned by its own parameter – the 
corresponding element of the regularization surface Λ . So, we have obtained the schema of total 
optimization – optimization in each image point, in contrast to schemas of an integral values 
optimization like (32) and (46).  
We can rewrite the expression (53) relative to )()( kk SHXX ∗−=∆  as 
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where )()( '* kkH XHX ∆=∆ , )()( '* kkH SHS ∆=∆ , )()1()( kkk SSS −=∆ + . Let )()( kkH XX ∆≈∆  and 
)()( kk
H SS ∆≈∆ , then expression (55) is the quadratic equation and local minimum of the functional 
(51) will be met in a neighbourhood of its roots, or, approximately, in vicinity of  
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As it follows from (56), the precision of evaluation of the optimal estimate optS  in (48) is 
conditioned by relaxation parameter in (56), also in (53). The choosing of tδ  has to be made with 
account that the function )( )(kSΣL  values can belong to zero neighbourhood. So, the point of 
)(optS  will be stable on condition that corresponding values of tS k δ/)(∆  belong to zero 
neighbourhood too. This condition gives the lower bound of relaxation parameter region of 
allowable values: 
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Remark. The functional (51) can not be used for optimization of IPSF instead (22) because in 
this case the condition of unified problem presentation space is violated, the regularization surface 
(54) Ω∈Λ ),( SG  and operator (25) Ξ∈Σ )(GL  concurrently. 
 
 
4. Methods implementation and test examples 
 
4.1. PSF estimation 
The PSF estimation includes the following steps: 
1. Evaluation of the matrix A  using the equation (10) with vector in the right part, which 
corresponds to the matrix A  central element that is assumed as equal to one. The least 
squares solution of the equation (10) can be optimized similar to procedure (22)-(27) if 
image is noised. The image presentable part of the size not least QPQP ⋅⋅×⋅⋅ 22  may be 
used for evaluation of the matrix A  elements if blur is uniform. 
2. Creation of the extended matrix A  (8) and singular value decomposition (SVD) of the 
product TAA ⋅ .  
3. The PSF matrix H  of the size ML×  compilation by means of its lexicographical 
presentation by the vector of a least singular value.  
4. Normalisations of the PSF: ∑ ∑= = =Ll Mm mlh1 1 , 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Typical estimated PSF shapes of blurs by defocusing and haze (left), horizontal moving (middle) and 
moving on the angle or vibration (right). 
 
Figure 1 shows the three types of estimated PSF. The first one from the left has symmetrical 
Gaussian shape and characterizes degradation by defocusing, haze, medium penetration. The next 
PSF is Gaussian too but not symmetrical because it characterizes degradation by moving along one 
of the coordinates, in this case – horizontal moving. The third one corresponds to fast moving on 
the angle or vibration. 
 
4.2. IPSF estimation 
We shall consider examples of some images deblurring with different types of blur functions 
presented in figure 1. The results of deblurring were gotten by convolution with the IPSF. The 
results of iterative LR deconvolution schema (30)-(31) and of the APEX method [11] are presented 
too for comparative analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Blurred aerial photo (top left), IPSF and optimized IPSF (top center and right), filtered images using 
IPSF and optimized IPSF (lower left and right correspondingly).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The results of one-step deconvolution of astronomical photo (left) by the method [11] (center) and with 
using the optimized IPSF (right).  
 
Image in figure 2 (top left) is an example of aerial photography blurred by haze and vibration. 
Its PSF is like to unsymmetrical Gaussian. The AR model of size 2525×=×QP  was used to 
evaluate the PSF of size 99×=×ML . The haze can be considered as noise and so the AR model 
optimization was used accordingly to schema (22)-(27) with parameters: 001.0=λ ; 3=q ; 
8.1 −= eε . The convergence of the schema (26) was fast, the parameter θ  in (28) amounted up to 
10. The next two top images in figure 2 show two IPSF that are found by equations (20) and (26) 
correspondingly. The optimized IFPS was reached by seven iterations (26). The parameters in 
expressions (26)-(29) are next: 01.0=λ ; 3=q ; 2≤θ ; 8.1 −= eε . The obtained two IPSF 
essentially differ and so results of filtering differ too, they are presented in lower images. It is 
evident that the convolution with optimized IPSF gives deblurred image (lower right), small details 
are recognized but contours are excessively sharp and colors are faded. 
The first two images in figure 3 was presented in [11] – the first one is camera image, the 
second one is the result of one-step filtering by the APEX method. The third image was defined by 
convolution of the first one with the optimized IPSF of size 77×=×ML , 1717×=×QP . 
Obviously, we have obtained the contrast image like previous but without light speckles in the 
centers of astronomical objects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Blurred images by moving – left, images reconstructed by LR schema – middle, images filtered by 
convolution with the IPSF – right. 
 
 
Figure 4 presents results of deblurring of images corrupted by defocusing and camera moving, 
camera and object moving, fast moving of gas medium. The original images are unknown but 
naturalness and small details of reconstructed images can be appreciated. The LR schema (30)-(31) 
and convolution (19) with the IPSF (26) in spectral domain were used. In the cases of images in 
figure 4 in lower row the search of regularization parameter which provides the convergence 
condition (28) at first 3=q  steps in the region 0001.001.0 ≤≤ λ  was unsuccessful. So, the result 
of least square solution of the equation (20) with the help of SVD was used.
The order of AR model (11) 1717×=×QP  and size of the PSF 77×=×ML  for images in 
middle and lower rows in figure 4, 2525×=×QP , 99×=×ML  for top image in figure 4. The 
parameters of AR model and IPSF optimization are the same as presented above. The PSF of the 
first type in figure 1 corresponds to the blurred images in figure 3, the PSF of the second type 
corresponds to the top and middle images in figure 4 and the PSF of the third type corresponds to 
the lower image in figure 4.  
The estimated by the CNS method PSF (16) was used in LR schema (30)-(31) as initial one. 
The convergence process of LR schema (30) was stopped at achievement of 100 iteration steps in 
the cases of two top images in figure 4. It was stopped at violation of the convergence condition 
(44) after 41 iteration steps in the case of lower image in figure 4. The relative change of the PSF 
shape by 100 consecutive transforms (31) was less then 0.1%. Opposite, the images shape change 
by transforms (30) was up to 5%. This fact confirms that the equation (16) gives the estimate of 
PSF. The images obtained by LR method have clear contours but they contain artefacts which are 
inherent for this method – colors mosaic and corrupted bounds.  
We can see that it is enough of single convolution transform with optimized IPSF for blur 
removing. The result of convolution with optimized IPSF is reachable by LR method using not less 
than 10 iterations (30). So, we have single convolution transform opposite to more then twenty 
ones.  
Numerical experiments have shown that if the least square solution of the equation (20) yields 
estimate of IPSF near to optimal one then its further optimization is not possible because the 
searching of regularization parameter in accordance with convergence condition (28) is 
unsuccessful )1( =θ , an appropriate 0≈λ .  
The images in figures 2, 4 need colors reconstruction. And so they can serve as primary 
estimates for further optimization with the aim of contours clearing and colors reconstruction.  
 
4.3. The examples of deconvolution optimization 
The primary estimates of images in the figure 4 were optimized by the schemas LR ME (32), 
BVDR (45)-(46) and CS (53)-(54). We used the dynamic regularization approach (39)-(42) to 
regularization parameter estimation in (32) with the aim to investigate the role of variations 
balancing in (46). The surface area functional (SAF) (21) was used as regularization term in 
schemas (32) and (46) because its minimization means maximal possible flatness of image 
contours neighborhood and, consequently, sharpness of contours.  
The numerical experiments have shown that in all examples the schema (32) reaches the 
condition of convergence termination  
 
82)()1( 10−+ <− kk SS      (58) 
 
in 2-3 iteration steps without sufficient influence on the primary estimate XGS *)0( = . This 
happens because the schema (32) contains only smoothing convolution transforms. The results of 
optimization are presented in figure 6 (left column).  
The results of image estimate optimization by the BVDR and CS schemas are shown in figure 
5. In the both cases iterative process was restricted by 10 first iteration steps, violation of the 
condition (44) and the condition (58). The optimization procedures (46) and (53) change colors 
drawing near them to natural and clearing contours. Different textures and small details show 
quality of colors tints and contours reconstruction. The BVDR schema is characterized by more 
sharp contours in comparison with the CS schema at same value of relaxation parameter tδ . The 
CS schema gives tints closest to blurred image. This is important in video basing measurements, 
for example, in aggressive medium as plasma in figures 4, 5 (lower rows). Fast moving of the gas 
medium hides texture, discontinuities and corrupts colors which relate with the turbulence, density 
and temperature. These features are important for control processes [49].  
 The process of convergence of the schemas (46) and (53) is different.  
 The schema (46) has some transition period at the first iteration steps. Initially λ  (45) grows 
up to the some maximum value and then monotonically reduces. The residual in (58) repeats λ  
dynamic with one step lag. The transition period duration amounts up to 10 iteration steps 
depending on image structure and relaxation parameter. If image has many sharp contours then 
period is long, if image is mainly smooth than the period amounts to 2-4 iteration steps. The 
transition period amounts to 20 steps and more when relaxation parameter 1.0>tδ . So, we used 
1.0=tδ  in estimation of images in figure 5. The transition period did not exceed 5 iteration steps 
and convergence process was terminated by iteration steps number restriction. The convergence of 
the schema (46) is conditioned by )()1( kk λλ ≤+  ( 1>>k ) in (45) since the 1l  norm of smoothed 
variation in numerator of expression (45) terms is less then the same norm of the excited variation 
of derivatives function in denominator. The reducing of the regularization parameter causes 
decrease of the residual in (58). The transition period presence is caused by initial difference 
between X  and )0(S  and by dynamic nature of the regularization parameter (45).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Images that are given by optimization of primary estimate (figure 4, at the right) by using LR ME (32), 
the BVDR (46) and the CS (53) iterative schemas (from the left to the right correspondingly). 
 
 The convergence of the schema (53) is monotonous but not unlimited. It reaches some lowest 
point of the residual in (58) and then the convergence condition (44) is violated. The point of 
convergence termination in accordance with (56) relates with image structure, filters order and 
relaxation parameter. For example, in the case of image in lower row in figure 5 the condition (44) 
violated after 27-th iteration step at 1.0=tδ , after 9-th step at 5.0=tδ  and after 6-th step at 
0.1=tδ . The result of the last case is shown in figure 5. The number of iteration steps did not 
exceed 6 ones for rest examples in figure 5 at 0.1=tδ .  
 The relaxation parameter restriction (57) was not violated in all examples. As it constitutes 
lower bound, the ratio  
01.0max )()1( ≤−⋅ + kk SStδ       (59) 
 
was used as higher bound of the relaxation parameter for avoidance of image degradation. 
 The parameter of convergence velocity θ  did not exceed 0001.1  in (44) for both schemas (46) 
and (53).  
 The SAF (21) provides better convergence of iterative schema (46) in comparison with TM, 
TV and TV with β - factor functionals. The schema (46) with mentioned regularization functionals 
is stable and convergent at 1.0<<tδ . Therefore, these functionals do not allow to change primary 
image estimate by some iteration steps essentially.  
 
4.4. Deblurring of noisy images  
Iterative schemas (46) and (53) are not appropriate for estimation of blurred and noised images 
because they sharpen all image surface curves and so reinforce noise influence, especially, when 
noise is impulsive. It is necessary to use a prior image denoised estimate prX  instead X  in (46) 
and (53). Denoised estimate can be obtained by filtering with regularization in spectral region [5, 
11, 27, 37, 40] or by the iterative schemas as special procedure [8, 14, 24, 25, 36, 45] or as 
procedure joined with deconvolution [3, 4, 24, 46]. The filtration based approach introduces an 
additional smoothing or blur. The iterative schemas need a large number of iteration steps because 
usually use small value of relaxation parameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Image blurred and corrupted by impulsive noise (first from the left), denoised image by the prior IPSF, 
primary image estimate by the optimized IPSF, optimized estimate by 20 iteration steps of the BVDR schema.  
 
 The filter (19) with transient characteristic which is defined by equation (20) can be used as 
denoising filter for prior image prX  estimation. This filter bounds initial X  and smoothed XH *  
images. As it can be seen in figure 2, such filter does not introduce additional smoothing. At the 
same time, it weekly sharpens image surface in comparison with the filter with optimized transient 
characteristic (26). If the filter order is high then it can eliminates noise influence by weighted 
accumulation of image matrix elements. The example of blurred and corrupted by impulsive noise 
image is shown in figure 6. The PSF and IPSF prG  were defined by equations (16) and (20), 
3333×=×QP , 1717×=×ML . The PSF was of the second type in figure 1. Then, the PSF and 
the optimized IPSF (26) were defined using filtered image XGX prpr *=  (the second one from the 
left in figure 6). The PSF was of the first type in this case. Its parameters are same as in the prior 
one. There were obtained primary (the third one in figure 6) and two similar optimized image 
estimates by the BVDR (at the right in figure 6) and CS schemas. There were used 20 iteration 
steps with the relaxation parameter 05.0~tδ  that was restricted by the ratio (59). The result of 
optimization of the image estimate without prior filtration was deblurred but hardly corrupted by 
noise. The second and third images in figure 6 show that the suggested denoising filter can be 
cascaded with the aim of noise influence elimination. The image was not destroyed by the filters 
cascade because each next filter is adapted to previous filtering result. The noise pulses of some 
pixels size did not spread in to spots as it can be in a result of usual smoothing.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The AR model is very well studied but its presentation in the manner of convolution operator A  
(8) opens its new ability to signals splitting. The AR model carries the physical sense of passing 
wave compensation by own reflections. The direct AR operator compensates periodical processes 
and the conjugated operator compensates impulse processes. If a signal is a convolving of 
mentioned two types of signals then these signals can be separated because they have different 
structure and spectrums.  
 Numerical experiments have shown:  
 The iterative transform (31) essentially changes PSF chosen heuristically. The estimated as 
conjugated null space PSF is an invariant of the transform (31). And so we have obtained (quasi) 
optimal PSF estimate in accordance with the ML criterion.  
 The CNS method is appropriate to PSF estimation when blur is characterizing by a smooth 
convex function. Sharp image displacements are not available to estimate.  
 The PSF size must be agreed with blur level. If the PSF model order is less necessary one 
then this deficiency can be compensated by additional optimization iterations. If the order is 
sufficiently greater then required one a restored image will be corrupted. In this case the IPSF has 
more then one dished maximums.  
 The problem (26) has better convergence with regularization functional (21) in comparison 
with TV functional (33) and others known functionals with derivatives of same order.  
 The CS schema (53) is most appropriate to optimization of primary estimate in real time 
implementation. The required iteration steps for reaching of the functional (51) local minimum 
does not exceed 10 ones at 1=tδ . As figure 6 has shown, there were obtained similar results by the 
CS and BVDR schemas with using 5-6 and 10 iteration steps correspondingly. But only metric 
tensor determinant is applicable for image regularization in the case of CS schema. At the same 
time, all known regularization functionals can be used in the BVDR schema (45)-(46) with the aim 
of restriction of image gradient or fluctuation, noise elimination etc.  
 The suggested deblurring schemas reduce number of requiring iterations more then 10 times in 
comparison with LR schema when image series is processing and PSF changes slowly in time. No 
more then twenty convolution procedures are sufficiently for optimized image or its RGB 
component estimate finding. In many applications image colors reconstruction is not required and 
then one-step convolution transform is sufficiently. The image reconstruction can be implemented 
in real time by multi core processors array or graphic processors units at such conditions.  
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